Mammoth Carnival To Climax Campus Chest Week Activities

Campus Chest Week Events To Include Donation, Convassing, Game Booths, Queen Crowning, Alumni Appeals

by Richard F. Kuts

Fifteen thousand dollars is the goal of this year's Campus Chest Week, taking place today through Thursday, November 1, which will be highlighted by the Campus Chest Carnival on Friday night, November 6. The Campus Chest is an annual campaign to collect money for the benefit of both local and nationwide charitable institutions. Last year's drive, which solicited funds for fourteen organizations, was affected mostly through donations from the students, fraternity, sorority, and the canvassing of downtown businesses.

Queen To Be Crowned

The Carnival, at which the Campus Chest Week Drive will climax, will be on a very civic scale, is held in Huston Gymnasium, and features different booths of choices and skill games operated by fraternity, sorority, and other University organizations. This year the entire Take-Out Pino game is being added in an attempt to attract mass participation in the Carnival.

On Saturday afternoon, the Annual Alumni Homecoming Game will be played against Yale, and various activities, including a picnic for alumni such as a part in the Carnival, will be held.

Talkathon Planted

The WSPN Talkathon will also be assisted with the Drive and approximately fifty continuous hours of student announcements is expected. Last year, great celebrity, including radio, television, night clubs, and other organizations participated in the Talkathon.

Robert L. Frost

The editor of The Daily Pennsylvania, is the general chairman for this year's Drive. In addition to the Drive, the Daily Pennsylvania, will be publishing a series of stories and features to increase audience numbers and interest in the Carnival.

Robert L. Frost

Campus Chest Chairman

Gisbourne To Effect New Staff Turnover For Student Loans

by Melvin Goldstein

A turnover in staff will place student loans, educational scholarships as well as the student agency in new administrative hands. Gene R. Griswold, vice-president of the University, for student affairs, announced yesterday.

The new assistant director, David Purcell and Stephen Sprouse, have both attended the University and have therefore, according to Douglas H. Davis, director of scholarship and financial aid, "been able to understand problems thoroughly.

Commenting on the loan situation which he handles, Purcell explained that although sufficient time has yet elapsed to formulate a comprehensive picture of the loan situation, it has "already become evident that the near future the majority of University students will be studying on the scholarship plan.

This increased importance of the study situation, Purcell has already inspired action from many students. The federal government, for example, makes up to $1,000 available for loan to any student in need and although, Purcell continued considerable criticism has been created by a loyalty oath qualification, only two students have applied and although, Purcell continued considerable criticism has been created by a loyalty oath qualification, only two students have applied. The criticism, however, have refused to sign this oath.

Along with the federal government, Purcell stated the state, industrial concern, O'Reilly, has made two loans to students where middle class families will find it impossible to make up the difference and who have responded with their own program of micro-practice grants. Last year, for example, approximately 40 corporations in the state had budgeted $9,000 which was divided among 250 students. There are special plans to give to veteran early Wyrms while the Dodgers will meet with Johnny Pesky.

New Free-Contact Rushing Program Proposed By I-F

by Edward Farman

A free contact rushing system was proposed at the annual meeting of the new student council. The system is designed to allow a normal contact between freshmen and seniors, which was closed previously by the Interfraternity Council at a meeting held last week.

Subject to regulations to be set by the council, the New Student Program Committee which will advice the council and system and十月四日, may be allowed to rush in the manner natural to it with the understanding that any practice by which it takes advantage of the other house will be prohibited.

In making the proposal, Greiville L. Ragland, president of the council, said that the system would work only if the individual house is willing to make the contact and the time allowed to spend exorbitant. 

The student of these dates were found to be unsatisfactory. The schedule for the Sunday open houses was changed from 5 to 8 p.m. to 5 to 6 p.m.

The original dates of these parties were found to be unsatisfactory. The schedule for the Sunday open houses was changed from 5 to 8 p.m. to 5 to 6 p.m.

The second series of open houses, first scheduled for Homecoming weekend, was held on the following week, October 26. The schedule for the Saturday open houses was moved up to the second day, November 1, remaining unchanged.

Pennsylvania Lit. Review Extends To Broader Scope

In the fall, the Pennsylvania Literature Review, which received its approval of $8000, intends to publish a full-length critical article on the 19th century, which was called for also. The schedule will begin with Sunday, the 22th, which is Navy.

The third series of open houses, first scheduled for Homecoming weekend, was moved to the following week, October 26. The schedule for the Saturday open houses was moved up to the second day, November 1, remaining unchanged.
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New Free-Contact Rushing Program Proposed By I-F

by Edward Farman

A free contact rushing system was proposed at the annual meeting of the new student council. The system is designed to allow a normal contact between freshmen and seniors, which was closed previously by the Interfraternity Council at a meeting held last week.

Subject to regulations to be set by the council, the New Student Program Committee which will advise the council and system and October 4, may be allowed to rush in the manner natural to it with the understanding that any practice by which it takes advantage of the other house will be prohibited.

In making the proposal, Greiville L. Ragland, president of the council, said that the system would work only if the individual house is willing to make the contact and the time allowed to spend exorbitant.

The original dates of these parties were found to be unsatisfactory. The schedule for the Sunday open houses was changed from 5 to 8 p.m. to 5 to 6 p.m.

The second series of open houses, first scheduled for Homecoming weekend, was held on the following week, October 26. The schedule for the Sunday open houses was moved up to the second day, November 1, remaining unchanged.

Pennsylvania Lit. Review Extends To Broader Scope

In the fall, the Pennsylvania Literature Review, which received its approval of $8000, intends to publish a full-length critical article on the 19th century, which was called for also. The schedule will begin with Sunday, the 22th, which is Navy.

The third series of open houses, first scheduled for Homecoming weekend, was moved to the following week, October 26. The schedule for the Saturday open houses was moved up to the second day, November 1, remaining unchanged.
COMMISSIONER GIBBONS REPLIES—

Mr. Paul S. Weisberg
Editor-in-Chief
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Dear Mr. Weisberg:

Personally, and on behalf of the entire Police Department, will you please accept my humble apologies for the injudicious wording of our recent warning?

I would like to point out however, Mr. Weisberg that the wording was not the fault of the Department, but was the word description given to the police investigators by Miss Darlington.

I don't believe that anyone on the campus knows better than yourself that the work that I have been doing comes as a result of the relationship between the students and the Philadelphia Police Department, and certainly hope that nothing will be done to mar this relationship.

Again, my humble apologies.

Sincerely,

THOMAS J. GIBBONS
Commissioner of Police

Letters To The Editor

Letters to the Editor should be typed double-spaced

All letters must be signed by a member of the University community.

Names will be withheld upon request. Address correspondence to the Editor, Room 206, Franklin Building, and Avenel.

EDITOR, The Daily Pennsylvanian:

In reading this morning’s leading editorial in The Daily Pennsylvanian, "AN OFFER LETTER TO THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE—", I was somewhat surprised. In my opinion, the opinions expressed in your editorials are somewhat unfair in the remainder of such.

We have, at various times, in the paper and on campus heard unfair references to trials of "Fascist" tendencies, and "The Yankas Peddlar". These slurs have gone unvoiced in all your editorials. A reference has been made to a student of "Jewish appearance", there is an appeal to "right". In reporting the crime in your editorial, you never asked that the attacker and "Danny" looked like University students. How can you say that the attacker and "Danny" looked like University students. How can you say that the attacker is a "spidery Pennsylvania college type", and "The Yankas Peddlar". There are certain traits of a University student, and still deny that there are other traits of a student of physical appearance which are generally attributed to Jews? True, there are traits both in such larger general groups, but we do not have general association in this country with such of these larger groups. Therefore, even though this letter from Jews may not be wholly accurate, we feel that the description of the police was good, but it lacked logic. We believe that if any police officer did not belong to a police officer, it would be a protest against the general description given the police, and that the greatest error was the use of an upper case "J" in the spelling of the adjective "Jewish".

Benjamin H. Scher, III
Robert A. Bauer
Lloyd H. Winter, II

EDITOR, The Daily Pennsylvanian:

I’d like to say one thing about the the very on the grade of the University. I want to make sure that the police are not given the appearance of a student of physical appearance which are generally attributed to Jews. True, there are traits both in such larger general groups, but we do not have general association in this country with such of these larger groups. Therefore, even though this letter from Jews may not be wholly accurate, we feel that the description of the police was good. But it lacked logic. We believe that if any police officer did not belong to a police officer, it would be a protest against the general description given the police, and that the greatest error was the use of an upper case "J" in the spelling of the adjective "Jewish".

FOR THE MAN WHO CAN’T PRESS AFTER EVERY MEAL

These DICKIES flap-pocket Ivy slacks take minimum care because they’re real Wash and Wear. Your exact size assured with the exclusive Dickies “no sew” waistband let-out.
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Tweed internationally the
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Green Compound
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& Babacroy woven.
Bordeaux & Oxford Grey
Black Olive
Green Compound
Matching Vest
Three Piece $49.50

POWER POLITICS

In a recent article in The Saturday Evening Post, "A History of the World" series entitled "World in Revolution," Dr. Stephen Haber argues that the United States in going to the polls to decide between Harold Macmillan and Harold Wilson for Prime Minister of Britain is between two parties which have known government, which the other party has not.

With the British government, which the other party has not, in mind, we are led to think of the United States today on the political. This is not the time for political, or cultural. They may not be as successful in winning the American people as in winning the American people, but they may not be that successful if they don’t want to be. Why don’t they want to be? I don’t know.

For the man who can’t press after every meal
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Bull sessions, doss or heavy date

Mons. Wed. & Fri. 5 P.M. to 6 P.M.
FREE PARKING—3713 Walnut

University Shop
Power Politics And Pennsylvania

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Power Politics And Pennsylvania

H. 9.

Naturalized Americans

In his memoirs, Dr. Robert Strauss-Hope came to the

Naturalized Americans (better known as

Naturalized Americans) was born in 1923 and was

naturalized in 1938. He left England for the United States

as a child and has lived here ever since. He is a member of

the American Philosophical Society and has been

a prominent figure in American politics for many years.

He has served as a delegate to several important

conferences, including the United Nations

General Assembly.

His book, "Protested Conflict," was published

earlier this year and has received much attention

from political analysts.

Dr. Strauss-Hope is a strong advocate of streamlining

democracy. He believes that the current system

of government is too complex and that it

needs to be simplified.

"I believe that the key to

streamlining democracy is to

reduce the number of parties

and public officials, and to

increase public participation in the

government," he said.

He also argues that

public officials should be

more accountable to the public.

"We need to ensure that

our leaders are elected

by the people, not

by special interests," he

said.

Dr. Strauss-Hope is

a member of the

Policy Research Institute and is

a contributor to several

publications, including

the "Journal of Democracy.

He is also a member

of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences.

His latest book, "Protested Conflict," is due out

in October.

Dr. Strauss-Hope is a

well-respected

figure in American politics,

and his ideas on

streamlining democracy

are widely discussed in

the media.
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UNIVERSITY BOYS' CLUB

FALL HEEING SMOKER

Fresh and Sophs Welcome

Thursday, October 8, at 8 P.M.

Alpha Epsilon Pi - 3745 Locust Street

MOPY DICK

Call me Ishmael. Some months ago—don't trouble

yourself about how many—I signed on as a deck

hand aboard the chartered boat Pequod, a mod-

erately large and not ill-fated bark-sailer

sailing out of Bay Shore, Long Island.

There are certain queer times and patches in

this patchwork quilt we call life when a man

discerns the approach of a great and alarm-

ing event; such a time came to me of

a hot Saturday morning, to which

I gave a silent thanks that

I had not risen.

My un-

known captain Ahab, was

asleep in his

cabin. He

had been

told by the

Abah would attempt vengeance.

The natural ebullience of our fishing party, gentle-

men from the city of the Mahatoo, mounted c

higher when the

s hlare

aglow in

light. "Ah!

cried

one, "is

not this

that smell of

'to

'"Aye, sir,"

said

Moby Dick, our first

mate, "for

!"Sudden

ly-eyed Cap-

tain

Ahab was in our

mid t.

"Blood and thunder,"

yawned, "today I wreak my

hate upon Moby Dick. Full

speed ahead for the open

sea.

Only Moonbuck made bold

to ease the man. "Drink this Schaefer, my captain,

and think on the wisdom of your move. Savor the

smooth

taste—never sharp, never flat"

"I thirst only for revenge," he mumbled drowsily,

buthetook the prnll'crcd beer and .-tune

rily

was in his dreams he vanquished

Moby Dick or was vanquished by him. I never

knew, but I think it all had some great, allegorical

meaning. The

Peapod

and Ahab and Moby Dick

and the Schaefer were symbolic of something surely—

something as mysterious and enduring as the rise

and fall of the sea.
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The Scoreboard

Out To Lunch

by Barry L. Deutsch

There is nothing that this noon-toe-lunch game enjoys more than watching Penn beat Princeton in any sport. Unhappily, that particular future of Princeton games has been lost in the last two years. It would be in this-toe-morning meeting between Penn and Princeton in the Ivy League.

The noon-toe-lunch is the first big story of the year. Princeton is looking for a repeat performance over Penn in the Ivy League.

There is no question that the noon-toe-lunch is the first big story of the year. Princeton is looking for a repeat performance over Penn in the Ivy League.

Last year, Princeton beat Penn, 3-1, in the noon-toe-lunch game. This year, Princeton will have to score to beat Penn.

Princeton is not a team that has had its own bounce in previous noon-toe-lunch games. Penn has not had its own bounce in previous noon-toe-lunch games. The home team is expected to have a bounce.

Princeton is a team that has had its own bounce in previous noon-toe-lunch games. Penn is not a team that has had its own bounce in previous noon-toe-lunch games. The home team is expected to have a bounce.

Gridders Anticipate Tiger Strength In Drill

by Michael Brown

Seizing the license to play, the Ivy League championship is commonly observed in the broad back of the Princeton bench. The Pennsylvanian gridders and their bodies to the breaking point on special programs with this week.

Although the play of the squad in the first two games has left little to be desired, the Pennsylvanian gridders are back in form for this week.

The comparative strength of the two backfields is generally considered to be about equal. Although the Ivy League has lost the services of their best back-carrier, Dan Sachs, the excellent backfield depth of the Ivy League will maintain the loss.

Scott Abe Nub for Sachs

When the same situation arose last year, Jack Sullivan and Hugh Scott filled the gap so well that Princeton defeated Pennsylvania by 4-0. Scott went on to become the running leader for Orange and Black. He will be in somewhat the same role this year as he will start the game in place of the injured Sachs.

In a grinding workout in Murphy Field yesterday, Sachs and Hugh Scott also awakened the Pennsylvanian's dormant football attack, with showing good going amid medium-speed opposition from the other backfield.

In effective line with the gridiron battle, the problem of neutralizing the control in the backfield games plays a key role as teams are usually doomed to the dominance of the backfield when a team is to secure a win.

Princeton Also Upset

However, the Penn camp is not the neutralizing unit in the Pennsylvanian backfield games.

The uncertain in Princeton's backfield safely covered by veteran sports writer, Al Schrager, who spoke at a luncheon earlier this week.

"Penn fans by 4," he said, "they'll probably be the fourth Ivy League champ in four years. They really have the goods to turn the reds and we respect the home team." "Penn fans by 4," he said, "they'll probably be the fourth Ivy League champ in four years. They really have the goods to turn the reds and we respect the home team."

If the Pennsylvanian backfield is to be defeated this week, the players will need the goods to turn the reds and we respect the home team."

I-F Football Season To Open Monday

The opening of the Billy-Football Season under the auspices of Jack Gare, Saturday, will be big. The title will be Phi Gamma Delta, 1958 champions.

Phi Delta Theta Delta Tau Delta vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon Alpha Mu, last year's runners-up, should again be among the names trying to define the defending champions.

The schedule for the first week of play is as follows:

**Phi Kappa Psi vs. Alpha Sigma Epsilon**
**Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Phi Delta Theta**
**Delta Tau Delta vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon**
**9th and Chester Avenue**
**Phi Epsilon Phi vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon**
**Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Phi Gamma Delta**
**Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Upsilon**

Town on 9th and Chester Avenue

**Kappa Xi vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon**
**Beta Sigma Eta vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon**

**Phi Kappa Psi vs. Alpha Sigma Epsilon**
**Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Phi Delta Theta**
**Delta Tau Delta vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon**
**9th and Chester Avenue**

**Tuesday, October 14, at 4:30 P.M.**
**9th and Woodland Avenue**

**Zeta Beta Tau vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon**
**Jack Glascott**

**Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Phi Gamma Delta**
**Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Upsilon**

**Theta Chi**
**Alpha Chi Eta vs. Sigma Alpha Mu**
**Wednesday, October 14, at 4:30 P.M.**
**9th and Chester Avenue**

**Phi Epsilon Phi vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon**

Piper Slacks

Slick slacks for that lean, mean look! Tapered, trim and strong, paper slim, they fit real tight and ride real low on the hips. No belt needed; extension waistband with adjustable side buckle tabs do the trick. Comfortable pockets; pleated front no cuffs. In Cottons and Corduroys, $6.50 to $6.95. In dress slacks fabrics, $5.95 to $6.95. New and color schemes. At your favorite campus shop.
Doelling Selected To ECAC, Hanlon Wins Maxwell Award

Fred Doelling, Penn's halfback, has been named to the Eastern College Athletic Conference all-East team and has also been selected as the first Ivy League Back of the Week for his outstanding play in the Quaker's 13-7 victory over Dartmouth on Saturday.

Jack Hanlon, End and Blue fullback, received the Maxwell Award for his fine all-around play in Penn's阵容 of Lafayette. The award is given yearly to the finest collegiate football player in the Philadelphia area.

Doelling, the “Mr. Outside” of Penn's strong rushing attack, was the big story on offense for the Red and Blue against the defending champion Indian squad. He tallied both Quaker touchdowbots and rushed the ball 11 times for 80 yards. He was never stopped for a loss by the strong Dartmouth line.

Doelling tallied his first touchdowns on a ten-yard run around end in the second period, and he scored the “clinch” on a 40-yard run around end in the closing minutes of the encounter.

During the course of the afternoon, Doelling became the fifth Penn player to amass 1,000 yards, or more rushing in his career.

Doelling at this week's leading ground gainer for the Red and Blue with 101 yards in 25 carries for an average of 4.0 yards per carry. He also leads the Quakers in scoring with three touchdowns.

The knowledgeable look of tweed and flannel suits

Traditional favorites... for the man who demands quality, likes comfort, appreciates the subtleties of the relaxed look in natural shoulder styling. Olive-hued heather tweeds and deep-toned flannels in navy, charcoal, olive or Oxford grey. Sizes 36 to 44 regular, 37 to 44 long.

49.50

PHILADELPHIA ONLY

It's easy to stay neat in our polished cotton slacks

in all ways, the perfect companion for sport shirts and slacks. For fit, looks and wear, our trim, plain front trousers rate high. Smartly styled by William. Dickie in washable, polished cotton. Sand, olive, black. When ordering please state waist size and inseam. Ready cutted length.

5.95
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Darlington Enigma

(Continued from page one)
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NOTICES

BASKETBALL MANAGERIAL—All home basketball games are being handled by basketball managerial students. Phone Department of Physical Education, University Hall on Monday at 1 p.m.

BRIDGE CLUB—Civil War Era Bridge Club to be held at the Penn Hotel, 1229 Locust St., at 1 p.m. on Sunday, November 1st, 1959.

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION—There will be an organizational meeting of the Christian Association on Thursday, November 5th, at 8:15 p.m. in Main Building, Lecture Room E.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN—There will be an organizational meeting of the Daily Pennsylvanian on Thursday, November 5th, at 8:00 p.m. in Memorial Gym, Mountain Hall.

DEBATE COUNCIL—The Council will hold its budget meeting Thursday, November 5th, at 10:00 a.m. in the Legal Research Library, where the organization's Winter program will be transacted.

DR MOLAY, ORDBR—Ordi. wcriHo orricn or ROMION SERVICE CORPS—(C)AXILI SOCIETY—OOLP TRAM—URADUATE HISTORY CLUB—KAPPA DELTA EPILON—Yale will hold its meeting at 2:15 p.m. in Lamont Lecture Hall, where the School of Architecture will be discussed.

DUAL FILTER—Does It! It filters as if no single filter can

KILLING—Preble will be held Thursday evening at 8:15 p.m. in Lamont Lecture Hall, a joint ticket will be held with Kappa Delta Epilon.

KNIGHTLY—There will be a debaters meeting at 8:00 a.m. on Friday, November 6th, in Memorial Gym, where the theme for the fall debate will be transacted.

FRESHMEN—At a combination meeting on Friday evening, November 6th, at 8:00 p.m. in the Franklin Room, the students will meet for the first time.

FRANKLIN SOCIETY—There will be a meeting of the board of directors, at 9:00 p.m. in the Franklin Room.

FRIDAY- A meeting of all members of the Freshman society will be held at 9:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall, where the season's dances will be explained.

GOLF TEAM—A meeting of all those interested in playing a week of golf will be held at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 5th, in Memorial Hall. The opportunity is given to those interested in playing golf to give your name.

GRAND OPENING TONITE

FREE . . . $179.95 Hi Fi

Hi Fi Radio—Phonograph console, equipped for Stereo. Has 3-speaker sound system, 5 tube A M Radio. Automatic 4-speed phonograph, tone control, record comparator.

— Drawing by the editors of the University of Pennsylvania newspaper —

KAMPUS KITCHEN

233 South 40th Street - BA 2-8300
(Cor. Irving—1½ block from Spruce St.)

"OUR SPECIALTIES"

REAL ITALIAN HOAGIE

DELUXE TUNA HOAGIE

Friday and Saturday only

Chicken or Shrimp in the Basket
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DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

It filters as if no single filter can

for mild, full flavor!

Tareyton

NEW DUAL FILTER

Here's how the DUAL FILTER does it:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL—definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the

real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste.
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